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Abstract
The national political system has the directly impacts the economy. Every political party has their own
economic policies. This has the major impact on the economic stability of the nation. Sometimes, few
political parties rule either the state or national Governments. Their policies directly re�ect in the state or
national level �nancial systems. In general political parties, pay more attention to the state in which they
control or aspire to establish their party's rule. Political discourse has an unspoken impact on the state's
�nancial stability. Data from unstructured political events (1200 records) produced for accurate political
event prediction; data was pulled from the archives of web news accumulated over the last 5 years to
better understand the impact of such impact discovered in this article. This recommended work includes
the advantages of Spatiotemporal Analysis of Web News Archives for forecasting network features
modeled through political events and converting them into possible information based on natural
language processing qualities. The suggested approach constructs a spatial analysis based on hotspots
for estimating the sequence of political events in India. Lastly, the resulting data is nurtured into several
classi�ers for a more reliable prediction and identi�cation procedure. This proposed technique reached a
maximum frequency of 78.21 percent and 93.58 percent, respectively, when compared to the Random
forest method and the K-neighbor neighbour (KNN) algorithms.

1 Introduction
The political events are considered as the social issue that in�uences the economy of the country,
economic growth of individuals and quality of life [1–2]. It is di�cult to comprehend the way of thinking
of 'for what reason do things occur?', 'what is the idea of progress?' in the political �eld. An endeavor at a
full study of the pretended by the occasion in way of thinking would nearly be equivalent to a past �lled
with reasoning itself. In ongoing way of thinking has seen an upsurge of interest in the idea of occasions,
in both the logical and the mainland customs. As per the theoretical metaphysics, it has seen the return or
reappearance of the occasion to the center stage of philosophical conversation or discourse. The
occurrence of political events impacts the economic stability of the country on an international scale [3–
4]. The political events occurrence introduces ambiguity to the investors regarding the process of
investing huge funds depending on the stability of the government [5]. In order to determine the stability
of government with respect to change in political events, algorithms that predict the changes based on
location and time (spatial and temporal characteristics) are essential [6]. These algorithms play a vital
role in understanding the strategies that need to be implemented during the change of a speci�c change
in a political event [7–9]. In this context, internet-oriented news resources such as new channel archives
and online newspapers that have dramatically grown in converges, volume and number possesses
potential and authentic data [11–12]. This signi�cant and authentic data provides indispensable
information in order to actually visualize the change in the political events happening over a speci�c
geographical area and time period [13–14]. These authentic news archives are not well categorized or
arranged, thereby making it highly challenging during the process of determining useful information that
are more correlated to interesting change in political events happening in a region [15]. It provided high
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valuable information source as it inherits purposeful and rich content as it is carefully captured by
specialists, who have more expertise in investigating the change in the political events occurring in a
speci�c region. It also depicts the core dimensions that are highly associated with a particular article [16].
At this juncture, the most authentic and popular archives of Indias’ newspaper such as Indian Express,
Times of India, The Hindu, The Hindustan Times, Central chronicle, and. Economic Times can be useful
for potential estimation that leads to accurate identi�cation of change in political events [17].

In this paper, Spatio-temporal analysis scheme that concentrates on the objective of identifying the
accurate change in political events in India is proposed by utilizing the bene�ts of news archives that are
available free of cost. This spatio-analysis approach extracted key works that depicts the complete
representative on behalf of the researchers and news body based on the derivation of Natural language
processing. This NLP schemes aids in mining the potential data from the existing news web archives. It
identi�ed the high-change political regions by inheriting the bene�ts of geo-statistical-based approaches.
It is proposed for investigating the spatial data represented in diversi�ed dimensions through the
incorporation of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) techniques. This GIS-based technique plays an
anchor role in exploring and visualizing the possible incidence of political event change through the
construction of map layers that correlate to spatial data visualization. This spatial data visualization
aided in detecting the trends and patterns of political event changes in India. It is proposed with machine
learning and data mining merits that could be possibly applied over the spatial dataset in order to
signi�cantly facilitate the determination of change in political events with utmost accuracy. These kinds
of spatio-temporal schemes form the major foundation to the companies and individuals in identifying
and formulating new policies that could bene�ts them in the future. It included a information retrieval
strategy that extracted important keywords from the news archives and attribute extraction from the
headlines of the news through the employment of spatial investigation with added bene�ts of machine
learning to forecast future occurrence of political events in the nation. In speci�c, Weka tool is used for
supporting the process of data mining and employing some speci�c machine learning algorithms that
are essential for achieving this objective. This Weka tool is utilized for achieving the objectives of
preprocessing, selection of features, clustering and data classi�cation. This propose schemed utilized a
improved kNN algorithm and con�rmed better accuracy of 97.21% in predicting the change in political
events. This improvement in accuracy during the prediction of political event change is determined to be
8.42%, better than the existing works of the literature considered for investigation. The major
contributions of the proposed scheme are listed as follows.

i)   It is proposed as a spatio-temporal analysis approach that signi�cantly predicts the patterns of crimes
from the sources of news archival data in order to derive potential information from the news text for
determining political progression of BJP in Telangana as an example.

i)   It is propose to support the individuals, companies and various commercial bodies that are in the
anticipation of investigating the trends of political event change through the proves of spatial distribution
analysis. 
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ii)  It is proposed with machine learning algorithms for precise prediction of political event change (for
example the progression of BJP in different states in India).

iii)   It is also proposed with the added feasibility of employing machine learning and geospatial methods
that aids in better prediction of political events using the past �ve years data available in the archives of
the web. 

The remaining section of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the exhaustive review of
the existing works of the literature that are highly correlated with the problem considered for study.
Section 3 depicts the detailed view of the proposed spatio-temporal analysis scheme propounded for
predicting political change in India through the inclusion of machine learning and geo-spatial methods.
Section 4 demonstrates the results determined for the proposed spatio-analysis sheme with suitable
justi�cations. Section 5 concludes the paper with major contributions and future scope of research.

2 Literature Survey
Twitter-based spatio-temporal analysis scheme was proposed for high level representation of new events
based on social media information [18]. This method of representation included temporal information
associated with the location of events’ occurrence with respect to geographical entities. This spatio-
temporal context-sensitive event representation included the spatial, temporal and social information
pertaining to the event representation. It was facilitated with the investigation of world news based on the
geo-political and social dimensions. It was proposed with the analysis of international relations and
historical event information extraction associated with the news information retrieval tasks. It also used a
Galean tool for exploring and retrieving the historical news events that are within the context of temporal
and geopolitical contexts. The results of this spatio-temporal analysis scheme con�rmed better accuracy
in event detection to the maximized level on par with the strategies considered for evaluation. Then,
Pollution hot spots-based spatio-temporal analysis scheme was proposed for mining the large degree of
air pollution in a speci�ed region based on the merits of time-series analysis and clustering methods [19].
This spatio-tenporal analysis was conducted with the air pollution data pertains the ozone and
stratosphere layers determined in United Kingdom in the year 2015–2017. The results of the spaio-
temporal analysis con�rmed better prediction associated with the climatic seasons that could possibly
prevail over United Kingdom.

A Modi�ed Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA)-based crime event analysis scheme was
proposed for e�cient crime prediction based on the merits of big data technologies [20]. It was proposed
to support a different crime trend that generally occurs in different crime locations with some crime
selection sites. It was proposed for preventing the limitations of the Generalized Linear Model and Linear
model, since these models fails in attaining certainty during crime prediction process. The simulation
results of this crime prediction scheme con�rmed netter insight into the complexity and scope that could
be possibly achieved during crime prediction with the view to improve certainty during the crime event
investigation. An Air Quality determination scheme based on spatio-temporal properties was proposed for
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ascertaining the factors of air quality in certain regions of China [22]. This air quality estimation scheme
was completely based on the datasets of Air Quality Index (AQI) gathered during the years 2014–2016.
This spatio-temporal analysis con�rmed that the annual mean value of the urban AQI was decreased
monotonically from the year 2014. It identi�ed that Northern China was able to retain high AQI value
compared to the southern part of China. It included a Moran’s I Index for determining the impact of air
quality over the adjacent regions. This scheme also included the variations in meteorological and
topographical variations that has the possibility of resulting in spatiotemporal variations in the
concentration in pollutants.

Further, a spatio-temporal analysis scheme was proposed for determining the trend pattern of rainfall
extremes determined in the river basins of Vamsadhara and Nagavali [23]. It employed the Man-kend
pollutants all tests that explored the periods comprising post-1950, pre-1950 and long term (1901–2018).
It identi�ed the spatial patterns based on the inclusion of kriging interpolation method. It included the
method of Sen’s slope for determining the magnitude in rainfall and rainfall extremes that are measured
in CDD and CWD metrics. This spatio-temporal analysis clearly proves that the decreasing trend is visual
with respect to the rainfall extremes both in the pre-and post-1950 period. The accuracy, precision and
recall value attained by this approach was improved by 8.21%, 6.72% and 5.48%, better than the baseline
shames. Then, a spatio-temporal analysis scheme based on the advantage of geo-statistical methods
was proposed for accurate identi�cation of patterns that pertains to the progression of malaria in South
Africa [24]. It also included geo-coding spatial analysis for determining the increase in the rise of malaria
patients. But, it faced the challenge of handling huge amount of data that need to explore during the
spatial-analysis process. The accuracy achieved by this pattern discovery approach is determined to be
93.28%, which is still below par to the benchmarked schemes propounded in the literature. The precision
and recall value attained by this approach was improved by 9.36% and 6.59%, better than the
benchmarked schemes used for investigation.

Extract of the literature

The existing works of the literature is considered to possess the following shortcomings as listed as
follows.

i)   Majority of the proposed schemes failed in utilizing the actual bene�ts of geo-spatial coding schemes
for better prediction of patterns necessitated in a speci�c problem domain. 

ii)  Most of the works contributed to the literature were not capable in potential extraction of signi�cant
information, since they faced the challenge of big data investigation during the exploration of news web
archives.

iii) The accuracy, precision and recall facilitated by the available works of the literature still possessed a
possible room of improvement.
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iv) The extraction and investigation complexity inherent with the existing works of the literature also
needs signi�cant and phenomenal improvement.

3. Proposed Precise Political Event Detection Using Spatio-temporal
Analysis Scheme
This proposed Precise Political Event Detection using Spatio-Temporal Analysis (PPED-STA) Schemes
proposed by political event mapping facilitated through the extraction of data from the archives of web
news. In the complete extraction process, the news records determined from the archives are processed
through the support of Python processing modules that increases the possibility of deriving valuable
information from the text of news records. In addition, the spatial characteristics of political events are
dispersed, random or clustered in order to explore the in�uence of political events over the nation
�nancial stability.

3.1 Data collection and Processing
The complete data pertaining to the proposed scheme are comprehensively achieved by crawling the
data through the data miner tool over the archives of web news of most of the well known Indian
newspapers such as Indian Express, Times of India, The Hindu, The Hindustan Times, Central chronicle,
and. Economic Times. In speci�c, the data miner tool is used for complete data crawling processes as it
is capable of collecting data from a particular website and transforms into a tabular form. This tool is
also potent is categorizing the news archive based on the URL, date, description, title, etc. The news
records’ attributes considered in the proposed scheme are location, latitude, longitude, URL, title and
description. The news data archives considered for the study ranges between 2016–2019, which are
further mined for the formulation of the research model. In total, 1120 records associated with the
political events of Ayodha Issue were extracted for further process of screening that concentrated on
removal of duplicates. Out of 1120 records, it is identi�ed that 20 records were duplicated as they are
extracted multiple times and, hence they are removed. The data comprises of 1100 records and the total
number of records pertaining to each category is depicted in Table 1.
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Table 1
Different Category of Political Events Records, Precsion and Recall

Type of political event Number of
records

Precision Recall

BJP Success in Municipality elections in Telangana 350 81.16% 72.18%

BJP wins 41 out of 59 by-poll seats in Gujarat 210 84.84% 75.82%

BJP retains six seats in Uttar Pradesh 150 82.39% 74.81%

BJP has its �rst-ever electoral success in Kashmir 100 83.28% 75.68%

BJP and Nitish win the Bihar elections 80 88.19% 78.56%

BJP set win in Manipur 70 87.26% 81.26%

BJP secures more seats in Madhya Pradesh 50 89.32% 84.28%

BJP bags maximized seats in Karnataka 40 87.48% 87.24%

BJP takes over one seat from Telangana Rashtra
Samithi

30 85.72% 86.41%

BJP gains its new rise in West Bengal 20 85.68% 84.59%

In Table 1, the number of records associated with Ayodha Issue (450 records) are highest among all. In
speci�c, BJP IIS regaining the parliament comprises of 350 records, Demonitization Issue of 150 records,
Farmer Agricultural Policy of 125 records, BJP election agenda of 80 records and of Regional intolerance
Policy of 70 records, respectively. Moreover, the data are considered to be further processed based on the
diversi�ed modules of Python that includes panda, geopy, natural language toolkit and regular expression
for normalizing the data. Further, the natural language toolkit is capable of performing the process of
topic segmentation, sentimental analysis, tokenizing, stemming and tagging of part-of-speed named
entity recognition. Further, it is signi�cant in exploring, preprocessing and perceiving the written text. It
also aids the computer in signi�cant text interpretation process. In addition, the natural language toolkit
is used in this study as it incorporates named entity recognition process that de�ned the classes of
information extraction. The, regular expression module facilitates superior accuracy and it is considered
to be better than the N-gram methodology even though they are considered for information extraction
from the text in most of the existing studies. The modules of regular expression are considered for
determining the pollical event prediction are, i) BJP Success in Municipality elections in Telangana, ii)
BJP wins 41 out of 59 by-poll seats in Gujarat, iii) BJP retains six seats in Uttar Pradesh, iv) BJP has its
�rst-ever electoral success in Kashmir, v) BJP and Nitish win the Bihar elections, vi) BJP set win in
Manipur, vii) BJP secures more seats in Madhya Pradesh, viii) BJP bags maximized seats in Karnataka,
ix) BJP takes over one seat from Telangana Rashtra Samithi and x) BJP gains its new rise in West
Bengal. Thus, the regular expression modules are used as it is potent in deriving the best results through
parsing text.

3.2 The process of Geo-coding
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In the process of spatial data analysis, the geo-coding is considered to facilitate a indispensable role and
assigns the associated longitude and attitude to the actual location for the purpose of better prediction
and visualization of political patterns. This process of geo-coding is achieved using geo-py existing in
Python. In this proposed scheme implementation, the geopy module 2.0.0 together with the Python
Pandas module is used geo-coding, since it is has the potentiality in handling the rows and columns
during the geo-coding process. The complete process involved in the process of entire information
extraction is presented in Fig. 1.

3.3 Removal of Punctuations
Most of the Python modules are not capable of text processing, if it contains the punctuation. Taking this
into account, the punctuation present in the title and description pertaining o the news records at the �rst
step are removed in order to facilitate the algorithm to work well over it.

3.4 Information Extraction Evaluation
In this proposed scheme implementation, the parameters of precision and recall are utilized for
evaluating the accuracy of the political information extraction, particularly the occurrence of political
event as presented in Table 1. Moreover, the attributes and characteristics of the data are presented in
Table 2, which highlights the Location, Latitude, Longitude, Type of political event, Political event pattern
recognized, Event date and Title pertaining to the political event occurrence.

Table 2
Data Attributes

Data Type of
data

Description Examples

Location String Location of the political event
occurrence

Telangana

Latitude Float Latitude 45.632

Longitude Float Longitude 56.921

Type of political event String The political event occurrence
type

BJP Progression

Political event pattern
recognized

Integer Number of seats won by BJP 5 Seats won by BJP

Event date Date Date of the event occurred 21, December, 2020

Title String Title of the political event Five Seats in Telangana is
won by BJP

3.5 Preprocessing
In the preprocessing step, the complete attributes are extracted and the comprehensive set of all
instances are integrated for the available description, Then, the process of data cleaning is achieved with
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the description and URL attribtes removed as the prediction can be also facilitate without these �elds. In
this case, the attributes considered for preprocessing is completely determined based on extensive
literature exploration. This step of preprocessing did not included the requirement of minimizing the
number of parameters, hence none of the data reduction techniques were used during this step. The dat
attributes that are preprocessed are considered as the acceptable format for being fed into the Naïve
Bayes, KNN and random forest algorithms. Hence, additional data transformation and steps of
discretization are not applied keeping in mind of the acceptable degree of the preprocessed data.
However, only one potential encoding scheme is employed for converting the preprocessed data which is
in categorical attributes into its numeric format.

3.6 Geo-Spatial Data Mapping
In this step of Geo-Spatial Data Mapping, data visualization which is considered as the visual art is
utilizaed for representing the information and data in a more graphical manner. ThisGeo-Spatial Data
Mapping-based data visualization scheme is employed for exploring the patterns and trends of data in a
more peculiar manner. In speci�c, this Geo-Spatial Data Mapping, data visualization scheme is used in
the proposed scheme for exploring diversi�ed number of political events with the aid of the map that
plays an anchor role in predicting the futuristic political events.

Moreover, the modules and tools of ArcGIS are utilized for facilitating information displayon the map.

3.7 Arcgis-based political event data visualization
The tools and modules of ArcGIS used for political event data visualization is well known for the
objective of visualizing spatial datasets. In this proposed scheme, the shap�le of political event dataset is
loaded together with the dataset extracted by the ArcGIS in order to represent political event records
based on the longitude and latitude. The aforementioned Fig. 2 depicts the ArcGIS representation of the
dataset and indicates that BJP is emerging in the state of Telangana from the recent two years. In
addition, ArcMap software is used for exhibiting the political event distribution based on different types
used for prediction. In addition, ArcMap software facilitates different categories of geographical
representation that clearly demonstrates the regions or areas that are highly susceptible to a speci�c
political event change in the near future canbe easily identi�ed.

4. Results And Discussion
The performance of the proposed PPED-STA Scheme is evaluated based on the evaluation metrics of
accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure The accuracy metrics is de�ned as the potential in predicting
labels associated with categorical class. In other words, It is computed as the proportion of correctly
predicted instances as speci�ed in Eq. (1)
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Precision refers to the closeness measures of instances with one another and it is computed based on
Eq. (2)

Recall is de�ned as the exact positive instances in the dataset that have been accurately determined as
positive by the utilized classi�er as calculated based on Eq. (3)

In addition, the F-Measure is computed based on the weighted harmonic mean of the recall and precision
as mentioned in Eq. (4)

Where, TP-True Positive-If the instance is positive and the outcome of the classi�cation is also positive

TN-True Negative-If the instance is negative and the outcome of the classi�cation is also negative.

FN-False Negative-If the record is positive and the outcome of the classi�cation is also negative.

FP-False Positive-If the data record is negative and the outcome of the classi�cation is also positive.

The political event prediction is considered as one of the most signi�cant tasks, particularly when the
data availability with respect to political events are not available up to the marks. At the juncture,
electronic media is determined as the most powerful tool that can facilitate accurate data and retains to
be potential during the research process. Further, data mining tools helped in handling the data and
transform into an understandable format which helps in extracting information in order to answer
political event patterns and its relationships. In this prediction scheme, three machine learning algorithm
such as kNN, random forest and Markov Property-based Random Forest were used for the political event
prediction process based on archive datasets. The results of the aforementioned machine learning
algorithms are investigated and compared with respect to the evaluation metrics of accuracy and
prediction.

Table 3 and Fig. 3 presents the accuracy and precision of the proposed KNN-based PPED-STA scheme
with different value of k (k set to 3, 5, 7 and 9). The accuracy of the proposed KNN-based PPED-STA
scheme with k = 9 performed better than at the remaining values considered for investigation, since the
process of discrimination imposed for the collected data played an anchor role in improving accuracy. In
contrast, the precision of the proposed PPED-STA scheme with k = 3 performed better as it incorporated
better determination of relevant and irrelevant classes from the dataset considered for exploration.The
value of the accuracy facilitated by the proposed KNN-based PPED-STA scheme at k = 9 is also maximum
upto 95.4%, which is comparatively increased at a mean rate of 4.86% on par with the other values
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considered for investigation. Moreover, value of the precision attained by the proposed KNN-based PPED-
STA scheme at k = 3 is maximized with a value of 94.2%, which is comparatively increased at a mean rate
of 5.62% on par with the other values considered for investigation. 

Table 3
Results of the proposed PPED-STA:

Accuracy and Precision based on k-NN
attained using Weka tool

Value of k Accuracy Precision

3-NN 0.912 0.942

5-NN 0.948 0.936

7-NN 0.953 0.924

9- NN 0.954 0.918

Table 4 and Fig. 4 demonstrates the recall and F-measure (macro and micro-averaged) value of the KNN-
based PPED-STA scheme with different value of k (k set to 3, 5, 7 and 9). The recall of the proposed KNN-
based PPED-STA scheme with k = 3 is identi�ed to provide excellent performance on par with the
remaining values considered for investigation. This potential performance is mainly due to the
determination of relevant data from the complete set of dat considered for exploration. The recall value
of the proposed KNN-based PPED-STA scheme at k = 9 is proved to be maximum upto 91.2%, which is
comparatively improved by 8.32% over the other values considered for investigation. The F-measure
(macro-averaged) attained by the proposedPPED-STA scheme with k = 9 was identi�ed to be signi�cant
as the features considered for computing mean precision and recall is reliable in properly estimating the
regression degree available between the data. Thus, F-measure (macro-averaged) attained by the
proposed KNN-based PPED-STA scheme at k = 9 is also maximum upto 91.2%, which is comparatively
improved by 7.24%, better than the other values considered for investigation.The F-measure (micro-
averaged) achieved by the proposedPPED-STA scheme with k = 3 is con�emed to be predominant as the
temporal classi�cation involved during analysis aided in better exploration of the data. Hence, F-measure
(micro-averaged) achieved by the proposed KNN-based PPED-STA scheme at k = 3 is maximized with
91.8%, which is enhanced by 6.92%, superior to the other baseline values considered for investigation. 
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Table 4
Results of the proposed PPED-STA: Accuracy and Precision

based on k-NN attained using Weka tool
Value of k Recall F-measure

    Macro-Averaged Micro-Averagesd

3-NN 0.912 0.842 0.918

5-NN 0.908 0.854 0.904

7-NN 0.903 0.886 0.896

9- NN 0.896 0.912 0.893

Table 5 and Fig. 5 depicts the accuracy and precision of the proposed k-Random Forest-based PPED-STA
scheme with different value of k (k set to 10, 20, 30 and 40). The accuracy and precision of the proposed
k-Random Forest-based PPED-STA scheme with k = 10 performed better, since it aided in predominant
exploration of spatial and temporal features existing in the dataset considered for study. The value of the
accuracy facilitated by the proposed k-Random Forest-based PPED-STA scheme at k = 10 maximized with
a value of 68.2%, which is comparatively increased at a mean rate of 6.84% on par with the other values
considered for investigation. Moreover, value of the precision attained by the proposed k-Random Forest-
based PPED-STA scheme at k = 10 is maximized with a value of 62.2%, which is comparatively increased
at a mean rate of 4.59% on par with the other values considered for investigation. 

Table 5
Results of the proposed PPED-STA:
Accuracy and Precision based on

Random Forest attained using Weka
tool

Value of k Accuracy Precision

10-Forest 0.682 0.622

20-Forest 0.676 0.618

30-Forest 0.672 0.604

40-Forest 0.668 0.602

Table 6 and Fig. 6 presents the recall and F-measure (macro and micro-averaged) value of the k-Random
Forest-based PPED-STA scheme with different value of k (k set to 10, 20, 30 and 40). The recall of the
proposed k-Random Forest-based PPED-STA scheme with k = 10 is excellent as it adopted integrated
feature selection and classi�cation process. The recall value of the proposed k-Random Forest-based
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PPED-STA scheme at k = 10 is enured is proved to be maximum upto 71.2%, which is comparatively
improved by 5.68% better than the other values considered for investigation. The F-measure (macro-
averaged) attained by the proposedk-Random Forest-based PPED-STA scheme with k = 10 is proved to be
potential as the comprehensive set of features considered for prediction is highly optimized before
classi�cation. F-measure (macro-averaged) attained by the proposed k-Random Forest-based PPED-STA
scheme at k = 10 is also maximum upto 56.2%, which is comparatively improved by 6.42%, better than
the other values considered for investigation. The F-measure (micro-averaged) achieved by the
proposedk-Random Forest-based PPED-STA scheme with k = 10 is con�emed to be predominant as the
process of spatial and temporal classi�cation involved during analysis aided is completely context-based
and it is also capable in handling missing data. Hence, F-measure (micro-averaged) achieved by the k-
Random Forest-based PPED-STA scheme at k = 10 is maximized with 61.2%, which is enhanced by 5.94%,
superior to the other baseline values considered for investigation. 

Table 6
Results of the proposed PPED-STA: Accuracy and Precision

based on Random Forest attained using Weka tool
Value of k Recall F-measure

    Macro-Averaged Micro-Averaged

10-Forest 0.712 0.562 0.612

20-Forest 0.706 0.541 0.604

30-Forest 0.696 0.536 0.596

40-Forest 0.684 0.526 0.582

Table 7 and Fig. 7 presents the accuracy and precision of the proposed PPED-STA scheme under the
integration of kNN and k-Random Forest classi�er. The accuracy and precision of the proposed PPED-
STA scheme with 3-NN and 10-Forest is superior, since it combined the possible bene�ts of KNN and
random forest to the expected level. The value of the accuracy facilitated by the proposed PPED-STA
scheme with 3-NN and 10-Forest achieved a value of 73.2%, which is increased at a mean rate of 5.12%,
better than the other k-NN and k-foresr values considered for investigation. Moreover, value of the
precision attained by the proposed PPED-STA scheme with 3-NN and 10-Forest is maximized with a value
of 78.3%, which is comparatively increased at a mean rate of 6.42%, better than the other k-NN and k-
foresr values considered for investigation 
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Table 7
Results of the proposed PPED-STA: Accuracy

and Precision based on Random Forest attained
using Weka tool

Value of k and n Accuracy Precision

3-NN and 10-Forest 0.732 0.783

5-NN and 20-Forest 0.729 0.772

7-NN and 30-Forest 0.718 0.764

9 NN and 40-Forest 0.711 0.721

 
Table 8

Results of the proposed PPED-STA: Accuracy and Precision based on
kNN and k-Random Forest attained using Weka tool

Value of k Recall F-measure

    Macro-Averaged Micro-Averagesd

3-NN and 10-Forest 0.852 0.671 0.664

5-NN and 20-Forest 0.841 0.664 0.652

7-NN and 30-Forest 0.834 0.661 0.641

9 NN and 40-Forest 0.826 0.652 0.638

Table 8 and Fig. 8 presents the recall and F-measure (macro and micro-averaged) value of the proposed
PPED-STA scheme under the integration of kNN and k-Random Forest classi�er. The recall of the
proposed PPED-STA scheme with 3-NN and 10-Forest is determined to facilitate remarkable performance,
since the merits of k-NN and random forest are proportionally combine for retrieving huge amount of
features that aids in better exploration. The recall value of the proposed PPED-STA scheme with 3-NN and
10-Forest is identi�ed to be maximum with a value of 85.2%, which is comparatively improved by 6.56%,
superior than the other values considered for investigation. The F-measure (macro-averaged) attained by
the proposed PPED-STA scheme with 3-NN and 10-Forest is proved as signi�cant because of the
reduction in the false positive rate determined during discriminate analysis. Thus, F-measure (macro-
averaged) attained by the proposed PPED-STA scheme with 3-NN and 10-Foresthas a maximum value of
67.1%, which is comparatively improved by 5.92%, better than the other values considered for
investigation. The F-measure (micro-averaged) achieved by the proposed PPED-STA scheme with 3-NN
and 10-Forest is proved to be highly important as it explored diversi�ed dimensions of data with different
aspects of exploration. Hence, F-measure (micro-averaged) achieved by the proposed PPED-STA scheme
with 3-NN and 10-Forest is maximized up to 66.4%, which is enhanced by 5.86%, predominant over the
other benchmarked values considered for investigation.
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5. Conclusion
This proposed PPED-STA Scheme is a reliable spatio-temporal analysis approach that signi�cantly
predicts the patterns of events from the sources of news archival data in order to derive potential
information from the news text for determining political progression of BJP in Telangana. It was
proposed for helping the individuals, companies and various commercial bodies that are in the
anticipation of investigating the trends of political event change through the proves of spatial distribution
analysis. It was proposed with machine learning algorithms for precise prediction of political event
change (for example the progereesion of BJP in different states in India). It also included the added
advantage of feasibility of employing machine learning and geospatial methods that aids in better
prediction of political events using the past �ve years data available in the archives of the web. The
experimental results of the proposed PPED-STA Scheme, on an average improved accuracy by 8.21%,
precision by 12.68%, recall by 10.29%, better than the benchmarked approaches considered for
investigation. As a plan of future scope, it is planned to formulate a deep learning approach using
Convoltional Neural Network (CNN) and Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM)-based political event
prediction scheme and compare with the currently proposed scheme of this research and determine the
similarities and difference in potentialities between the two spatio-temporal analysis scheme.
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Figure 1

Steps involved in the proposed PPED-STAScheme
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Figure 2

Vote Share and seats of National Democratic Alliance in 2019 elections.
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Figure 3

The proposed PPED-STA Accuracy and Precision based on k-NN attained 

Figure 4

Proposed PPED-STA: Accuracy and Precision based on k-NN
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Figure 5

Proposed PPED-STA: Accuracy and Precision based on Random Forest

Figure 6

Proposed PPED-STA: Accuracy and Precision based on Random Forest
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Figure 7

Proposed PPED-STA: Accuracy and Precision based on Random Forest

Figure 8

Proposed PPED-STA: Accuracy and Precision based on kNN and k-Random Forest


